###### Key messages

-   Diabetes is a risk factor for tuberculosis among hospitalized patients in the US.

-   Admission rates for tuberculosis are not decreasing for patients with diabetes, and diabetes greatly increased the odds of a hospital admission for tuberculosis for Hispanic and Asian/Pacific Islander patients.

-   Bi-directional screening for diabetes and tuberculosis should be considered especially among patients immigrating from geographic areas where tuberculosis is common.

Introduction {#s1}
============

The incidence of tuberculosis (TB) has decreased considerably in the USA during recent decades.[@R1] [@R2] However, TB remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Globally, \>2 billion people are infected with TB,[@R3] and although the incidence of TB has slowly declined over the past decade, an estimated 9.6 million new cases occurred in 2014 alone.[@R4] In the USA, the majority of new cases of active TB now occur among people born outside the USA.[@R2] Thus, TB disease trends in the USA will likely be affected by TB trends in other countries.

Worldwide, risk factors for active TB include exposure to tobacco smoke and indoor air pollution,[@R5] overcrowding,[@R6] and malnutrition.[@R7] At an individual level, other comorbidities also increase the likelihood of developing active TB. One of the strongest known risk factors for developing active TB is HIV infection. High HIV prevalence rates are significantly correlated with high TB incidence rates, and most recent estimates suggested that 13% of the 9 million people who developed TB in 2013 were HIV-positive.[@R8] [@R9] In addition to HIV, diabetes has recently emerged as risk factor for developing active TB.[@R10] Specifically, poor glucose control is associated with an increased risk of active TB.[@R11] [@R12] Since the prevalence of diabetes is increasing in many countries where the burden of TB is high, controlling TB may become more difficult.

Estimating the contribution of diabetes to the incidence of TB over time is difficult because diabetes is not a reportable disease, and information about diabetes and glycemic control has not been routinely, universally, and systematically collected for patients with TB at the local level in the USA. Case report forms include diabetes as a comorbidity, but verification of the existence of diabetes may differ across geographic regions. Although the majority of TB care is performed in the outpatient setting, patients with more advanced cases of TB are hospitalized. The purpose of this paper was to estimate the frequency of admissions for a primary diagnosis of TB with and without a secondary diagnosis of diabetes, in order to better understand the association between TB and diabetes in the USA at a population level over time.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Data source {#s2a}
-----------

We performed a cross-sectional study using the Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS). The NIS is maintained as part of the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ),[@R13] and contains data from a 20% stratified sample of non-federal acute care hospitals.[@R12] To adjust for yearly changes in the sampling design, we applied the discharge weights provided by AHRQ.[@R13] Given the lack of personal identifiers in these data, the investigators\' institutional review board determined that this project was not human subjects research. All analyses were performed using R, V.2.15.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) and SAS, V.9.4.

We first identified all the hospitalizations over the period from January 1998 through December 2011 during which a primary diagnosis of TB was assigned, with the assumption that admission to a hospital with a primary diagnosis of TB represents active, rather than latent, TB. To ascertain cases, we used the International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes 010--018. We then aggregated all cases by monthly and quarterly intervals to produce a national sample of cases of primary TB over time. All cases were assigned to a time interval on the basis of the month and year that the patient was admitted to the hospital. Next, we identified all hospitalizations over the same time period with a primary diagnosis of TB and a secondary diagnosis of diabetes. For diabetes and HIV case ascertainment, we used three digit codes 250 and 042, respectively. We included a national sample of all other hospitalizations in the study period in our analyses. For all included observations, we also extracted variables such as age, race, and gender as reported and defined in the NIS.

Identifying incidence trends {#s2b}
----------------------------

To gain a general sense of the patterns of incidence over time in each quarterly series (diabetes and diabetes--TB), we fit a regression model with a linear time trend and errors characterized as an autoregressive process. We used residual diagnostics to investigate the autocorrelation pattern in the residuals because failure to appropriately account for such autocorrelation may lead to incorrect inferential conclusions. The temporal correlation in the residuals was examined via the autocorrelation function and the partial autocorrelation function.

To determine how the demographics of primary hospitalizations for TB have changed over time, we compared race, age, and gender of cases between the years 1998 and 2011. Two-sample t-tests (for continuous variables) and Pearson\'s χ^2^ tests (for categorical variables) were used to assess whether each characteristic had changed from 1998 to 2011.

Primary analysis {#s2c}
----------------

Using monthly incidence data, we performed logistic regression to investigate how diabetic status, HIV status, and race (including race--diabetes and race--HIV interactions) are related to the risk of hospitalization with a primary diagnosis of TB. We also included a quantitative time covariate, along with time--diabetes, time--HIV, and time--race interactions, to account for whether these potential risk factors were changing during the study period. A simplified structural form for our model is as follows:

Here, TB status refers to the binary outcome of whether or not an observation had a primary diagnosis of TB. Specifically, we are modeling the logit of the probability of a patient having a primary diagnosis of TB. Time is a quantitative variable coded in units of years, DM and HIV are binary variables that, respectively, indicate a secondary diagnosis of diabetes or HIV, and Race is a qualitative variable that designates one of five racial categories: white, black, Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, and other. The fitted logistic regression model was used to produce model-based absolute incidence rate estimates for the most recent month in the study period (December 2011).

Results {#s3}
=======

Descriptive data {#s3a}
----------------

After applying discharge weights, we observed 17 844 discharges with a primary diagnosis of TB, of which 3050 additionally had a secondary diagnosis of DM. We observed 74 189 360 discharges without a primary diagnosis of TB, of which 11 750 696 had a secondary diagnosis of DM. Prior to weighting, we excluded 7773 primary TB cases due to missing admission month (2775) or missing race (4998).

Incidence trends {#s3b}
----------------

[Figure 1](#BMJDRC2016000268F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the trends in quarterly incidence of primary admissions for TB and primary admissions for TB plus a secondary diagnosis of diabetes from January 1998 to December 2011. Admissions with a primary diagnosis of TB overall are decreasing by an average of about 148 cases per year (corrected for autocorrelation, this estimate is about 153 cases per year, 95% CI 85.3 to 221). However, we find no evidence of a substantive change in TB admissions over time for patients who have a secondary diagnosis of diabetes (an average of about 4.4 more cases per year, 95% CI −9.2 to 18.0). This suggests that admissions with a primary diagnosis of TB are not significantly decreasing in the diabetic population.

![Quarterly hospitalizations of patients diagnosed with primary TB (top) or primary TB and secondary diabetes (bottom) in the USA (NIS, 1998--2011). \*Not adjusted for autocorrelation; adjusted slope is --153.2 cases/year (based on modeling the errors as an autoregressive process of order one). NIS, Nationwide Inpatient Sample; TB, tuberculosis.](bmjdrc2016000268f01){#BMJDRC2016000268F1}

[Figure 2](#BMJDRC2016000268F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the extent to which all inpatient admissions with secondary diabetes are increasing over time in each race category. In [figure 3](#BMJDRC2016000268F3){ref-type="fig"}, for selected risk profiles, including Asian/Pacific Islanders and Hispanic populations with a secondary diagnosis of diabetes, we show how the proportion of admissions with a primary diagnosis of TB has changed since 1998. While the proportion of TB associated with patients with HIV is decreasing considerably, it is increasing for Asian/Pacific Islander and Hispanic patients. All trends in [figures 2](#BMJDRC2016000268F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#BMJDRC2016000268F3){ref-type="fig"} are statistically significant at the 0.001 level. In addition, we found no significant changes in mean patient age (p=0.19) or patient gender (p=0.48) over this time period.

![Secondary diabetes admissions for white, black, Hispanic, and Asian/Pacific Islander populations in the National Inpatient Sample.](bmjdrc2016000268f02){#BMJDRC2016000268F2}

![Yearly trends in percentage of admissions for primary TB cases that occurred in selected high-risk groups from 1992 to 2011: secondary diagnoses of HIV are falling, while secondary diagnoses of diabetes are rising. Cases were aggregated by year and broken down into categories based on HIV status, DM status, and race. All trends shown were tested based on a linear probability model and found to be statistically significant at the 0.001 level. DM, diabetes mellitus; TB, tuberculosis.](bmjdrc2016000268f03){#BMJDRC2016000268F3}

### Main results {#s3b1}

We present the results from our logistic regression model in [table 1](#BMJDRC2016000268TB1){ref-type="table"}. Our model is estimating the odds of a primary diagnosis of TB given a patient\'s set of risk factors (race, HIV, DM, and time of admission). We designate white patients without a secondary diagnosis of diabetes or HIV as the baseline category. The table presents estimated ORs for all combinations of race and diabetic status relative to this baseline category. All results are based on the most recent month in the study period (December 2011). We found that race is a major component of TB risk: in the absence of a secondary diabetes diagnosis, all admissions among non-white patients have approximately fivefold the odds of a primary diagnosis of TB, and Asian/Pacific Islanders have 16.2 (95% CI 14.6 to 17.9) times the odds of a primary diagnosis of TB. Paradoxically, based on the ORs for primary TB in white and black patients, diabetes appears protective. For white patients, those with a secondary diagnosis of DM had 28.8% (95% CI 20.1% to 36.6%) reduced odds of having a primary diagnosis of TB. Black patients with a secondary DM diagnosis had ∼35.5% (95% CI 27.8% to 42.4%) reduced odds of having a primary diagnosis of TB. However, within Hispanic and Asian/Pacific Islander subgroups, diabetes increases the odds of a primary diagnosis of TB by 65.9% (95% CI 50.7% to 82.7%) and 63.6% (95% CI 46.4% to 82.9%), respectively. Finally, relative to the healthy white male baseline, Asian/Pacific Islanders who have diabetes experience 26.4 (95% CI 23.1to 30.1) times the odds of TB.

###### 

Estimated\* ORs and 95% CIs for a primary diagnosis of TB by race category (white, black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and other), and diabetic status for patients without a secondary diagnosis of HIV (white, non-diabetic patients are the comparison group)

  Group                    No secondary diagnosis of diabetes   Secondary diagnosis of diabetes
  ------------------------ ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------
  White                    1 (baseline)                         0.7 (0.6 to 0.8)
  Black                    4.3 (3.9 to 4.7)                     2.7 (2.4 to 3.1)
  Hispanic                 5.7 (5.3 to 6.3)                     9.6 (8.5 to 10.8)
  Asian/Pacific Islander   16.2 (14.6 to 17.9)                  26.4 (23.1 to 30.1)
  Other                    5.7 (5.1 to 6.5)                     6.7 (5.6 to 7.9)

\*ORs were estimated using logistic regression for the year ended 2011, and assume patients do not have HIV.

TB, tuberculosis.

In [figure 4](#BMJDRC2016000268F4){ref-type="fig"}, we present the estimated absolute risk of a primary diagnosis of TB for each of our study populations (per 10 000 total hospitalizations). The estimates pertain to the most recent month in the study period, December 2011. From the figure, it is clear that there are certain populations at increased risk for TB. Of note, Asian/Pacific Islanders with secondary diabetes have a significantly higher absolute risk of TB than white patients with HIV (p\<0.001).

![Estimated absolute incidence rates of primary TB admissions (per 10 000 total hospitalizations) by race category (Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, black, white, other) and secondary disease status (diabetic, HIV, neither). Rates calculated from transforming model-based odds estimates into probability estimates. TB, tuberculosis.](bmjdrc2016000268f04){#BMJDRC2016000268F4}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Our results demonstrate that hospitalizations for patients with a primary diagnosis of TB have decreased dramatically in the USA. However, to the contrary, the incidence for patients with a primary diagnosis of TB and a secondary diagnosis of diabetes has not decreased. Furthermore, while HIV has been recognized as the strongest known risk factor for developing active TB, we show that during our study period the frequency of HIV as a secondary diagnosis among patients admitted with a primary diagnosis of TB has decreased from 5.35% to 1.92%. The frequency of diabetes as a secondary diagnosis has increased from 11.2% to 19.5% of all hospitalized cases. Thus, our results provide evidence that diabetes is emerging as an important comorbidity in patients hospitalized with TB. In fact, among Asian/Pacific Islanders, diabetes appears to be a stronger risk factor than HIV.

The association between diabetes and TB has been known for centuries. Ancient works describe the symptoms of patients who progressed from obesity to thirst, to glycosuria, and ultimately to unconsciousness or TB.[@R14] More recently, the close association between diabetes and TB has been demonstrated in multiple reports, and it is reconfirmed in this study. In a systematic review of TB studies, diabetes appears to increase the risk of developing TB disease about threefold.[@R15] In addition to the increased risk of TB occurrence, patients with TB and diabetes have higher baseline bacterial burdens, longer time to conversion after treatment, and higher risk for multidrug resistance, treatment failure, recurrence, and death compared to patients with TB without diabetes.[@R16]

In general, the risk for developing active disease is related to diabetic control rather than the disease state itself. For example, in the Philadelphia Diabetic Survey, Boucot *et al* found a twofold increase in prevalent TB in patients with diabetes compared to controls with similar demographic characteristics. In addition, patients who needed \>40 units of insulin per day were twice as likely to develop TB as those using lower doses.[@R21] Also, patients with HbA1C\>7% had an increased risk for TB than patients with HvA1C\<7%.[@R11] [@R12] Finally, the probability of developing TB was substantially higher in insulin-dependent diabetics than non-insulin-dependent diabetics.[@R22] [@R23] The exact mechanism by which diabetics are at increased risk for TB is not known, but changes in innate and adaptive immunity are likely to play a role.[@R24]

Given the close relationship between TB and diabetes, the WHO and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease launched the Collaborative Framework for Care and Control of Tuberculosis and Diabetes Mellitus in 2011. This initiative stresses the importance of bidirectional screening for these two important diseases: screening for TB in patients with diabetes and screening for diabetes in patients diagnosed with TB. The goal of bidirectional screening is to improve early diagnosis rates and treatment outcomes for both diseases. In general, systematic screening for TB in persons with diabetes has only been recommended in countries with relatively high TB rates because the number needed to screen in order to detect a new case of TB is high when TB prevalence is low. However, our results suggest that even in the USA, a country with a relatively low and decreasing incidence of TB, bidirectional screening may be warranted in specific high-risk populations in hospital settings.

In the USA, the greatest numbers of immigrants originate from Mexico, China, India, and the Philippines.[@R31] All of these countries have TB prevalence rates that are much higher than in the USA.[@R4] Worldwide, India and China alone accounted for 24% and 11%, respectively, of the estimated 9 million people who developed TB in 2013.[@R4] In addition, diabetes rates have increased dramatically in all of these countries. Now, India and China have diabetes rates comparable to the USA, and diabetes is even more common in Mexico. In addition, many immigrants may be at additional risk for developing diabetes after moving to the USA given the risk factors for obesity and diabetes common in many parts of the USA (eg, urbanization, nutrition transition to unhealthy diet, and a more sedentary lifestyle).

Although we cannot measure the effects of immigration in our study, we did observe a substantial shift in demographic patterns among our patient population. Specifically, a recorded race of Hispanic or Asian was much more common in 2011 than in 1998 among patients admitted with a primary diagnosis of TB. In contrast, patients with a recorded race of white or black were much less common. Thus, immigration trends and travel patterns will become increasingly important considerations in the efforts to control the epidemics of both diseases mainly through bidirectional screening and integrated management.

Screening and preventive medicine, especially for diabetes care, is often performed in ambulatory settings. Our hospital-based results show that physicians who primarily practice in inpatient settings should also consider bidirectional screening for TB and diabetes. It is essential to detect patients with active TB or at risk for active TB promptly: many hospital outbreaks are associated with the delayed recognition of TB,[@R32] [@R33] and in the USA, many opportunities to diagnose TB are missed.[@R34] Our results suggest that clinicians should consider TB among diabetic patients with TB-like symptoms (chronic cough, weight loss, etc), especially among diabetic patients from high-risk groups. Finally, our model did show that patients who were white with a secondary diagnosis of diabetes were less likely to be admitted with a primary diagnosis of TB. However, we think that this result is a function of decreased risk for acquiring TB in terms of exposure to the disease. Alternatively, white patients with diabetes may have access to better healthcare and thus have better diabetes control. It is also possible that patients with diabetes are more likely to receive close medical care, and if they have TB, they might be less likely to progress to severe active TB cases that require hospitalization.

Our study has several limitations. First, we exclusively use administrative data; thus, we cannot review patients\' medical records to confirm the accuracy of the diagnostic codes assigned to the patient. For example, we cannot validate the diagnosis by determining whether patients diagnosed with TB were given TB-related therapy. However, any misclassification of TB cases should not differ between diabetics and non-diabetics. We acknowledge the limitation of using ICD-9 codes to define diabetes as a secondary diagnosis. Specifically, there is a possibility of unreported disease and other codes, reflecting the diagnoses of hyperglycemia or insulin use, may be used. However, this limitation applies to all groups over time. Since we are using administrative data, we also do not know the level of glycemic control for those assigned a diagnosis of diabetes. However, our use of administrative data allowed us to examine disease trends over a long period of time across the entire country. Second, we only focus on patients hospitalized with TB. The vast majority of TB cases are not hospitalized. Nevertheless, our study population is important. By focusing on hospitalized patients, we focus on patients with more advanced disease. Also, hospitalized patients are an important population to consider for enhanced screening because if these patients are not diagnosed and placed in isolation, then they are likely to transmit contagious infectious diseases to healthcare workers and other patients, given the contact patterns within hospitals.[@R37] [@R38] Third, the sensitivity and specificity of TB codes is less than perfect. However, we restrict our analysis to patients with a primary diagnosis of TB and thus are much less likely to include patients who received this diagnostic code improperly, for example, for receiving a TB diagnostic test only. Finally, our data source does not allow us to determine where someone was exposed to TB or whether they had traveled or were born outside the USA. We can only consider the race as recorded in the administrative database.

Despite these limitations, we demonstrate that the worldwide diabetes epidemic will likely influence future TB-control efforts. Furthermore, we suggest that targeted bidirectional screening may be especially important for hospitalized patients. Future investigations should attempt to investigate the yield of such targeted screening programs. Finally, our results highlight the importance of considering TB in patients with diabetes admitted to the hospital and for screening for diabetes in patients diagnosed with TB, especially if patients originate from regions where TB is more common.
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